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ABSTRACT 

We have measured the target fragment production cross sections and angular 

distributions for the interaction of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S, 32 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar and 44 

MeV /nucleon 40Ar with 197 Au. We have deduced the fragment isobaric yield 

distributions and moving frame angular distributions from these data. The fission cross 

sections decrease with increasing projectile energy and the heavy residue cross sections 

(which are much larger than previous counter measurements) increase. There is an 
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unusual change in the fragment isobaric yield distributions in the reactions induced by 

32 MeV /N 40Ar and 44 MeV /N 40Ar. We have used the symmetry properties of the 

moving frame distributions to show the relative time scale of the reaction mechanisms 

involved. The fission fragments associated with the peripheral collision peak in the 

folding angle distribution originate in a normal, slow fission process in which statistical 

equillbrium has been established. At the two lowest projectile energies, the fission 

fragments associated with the central collision peak in the folding angle distribution 

originate in part in fast, non-equilibrium processes. At the highest projectile energies, 

there are no fission fragments associ"ated with high momentum transfer events. The 

intermediate mass fragments originate primarily in events in which statistical equilibrium 

has not been established. 

PACS Numbers 25.70.Np 

I. Introduction 

Studies of intermediate energy nuclear collisions are interesting because of the 

"transitional" character of the intermediate energy regime. In low energy nuclear 

collisions, the behavior of the colliding nuclei is determined by their mean field while in 

high energy nuclear collisions, it is the collision of individual nucleons in the nuclei that 

determines the outcome of the reaction. The intermediate energy regime (projectile 

energies of 10 to 100 MeV /nucleon) allows one to study how nuclear reaction 

mechanisms change between these two extreme types of nuclear behavior. 

The study of intermediate energy nuclear collisions has many aspects. In this 

discussion, we shall focus our attention on the experimental characterization of the 
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fragments of the heavy target nucleus produced in such collisions. These fragments may 

be roughly classified by mass number, i.e., the intermediate mass fragments (~rag< 

~arget/3); the heavy residues (~rag> 2/3 ~arget) and the fission fragments (~argetf3 < 

~rag< 2 ~argetf3). It is of interest to see how the mechanism(s) for the production of 

these fragments change with increasing projectile energy (with constant projectile size.) 

The recent availability of heavier projectiles such as S, Ar, Kr, etc. makes it possible to 

study reactions in which large amounts of energy (approaching the total nuclear binding 

energy) can be transferred from the projectile to the target nucleus. 

Interest in this area has been quite high, judging from the large number of survey 

papers and original contributions 1"
31 that have appeared recently. From these many 

investigations, certain general features of the production of the target fragments have 

been discerned. They are: ' 

1. The heavy residue production cross sections represent a significant fraction of 

the total reaction cross section.5
•
7

•
12

•
23

•
24

•
27

•
29 The heavy residues are produced mostly in 

peripheral collisions at the higher projectile energies (35 and 44 MeV /nucleon).18
•
23

•
30 

Some residues at higher energies result from more central collisions as do most residues 

at lower projectile energies23
•
30 where they can be characterized as evaporation 

residues.27 The heavy residue angular distributions are strongly forward-peaked in all 

cases.23
•
24

•
27 Their velocities range from very low (at the higher projectile energies 

where detector thresholds preclude observation of some residues24
•
27

) to velocities 

exceeding that of the center of mass (indicating the existence of large nuclear excitation 

energies). Most of these fragments are produced in incomplete fusion 

reactions 11
'
12

'
18

•
23

•
30

•
31 although some are produced in nearly complete fusion events.23

•
30 
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2. The intermediate mass fragment production cross sections are substantially 

lower than those of the heavy residues. They are predominantly produced with a 

multiplicity of unity in binary events that also yield a heavy residue.3
•
14

•
17

•
25

•
26 The 

reactions producing them involve both non-equilibrated and equilibrated sources with 

the former being more important (in reactions induced by carbon projectiles).17
•
32

•
33 

Incomplete fusion with substantial pre-equilibrium particle emission is the dominant 

production mechanism. 14
' 
17

'
26 

3. The fission fragments represent those primary heavy residue reaction products 

that deexcited by fission rather than particle emission.12
'
24

'
27 They can also represent the 

result of a special nuclear reaction mechanism, fast fission.3
•
6

•
10

•
28 In the former case, 

aHR/atission increases with increasing projectile energy due to two effects (a) the 

increasing probability of incomplete fusion, leading to lower mass and atomic numbers 

of the product nuclei, thus decreasing their fissionability and (b) the faster time scale of 

the more energetic reactions favors the intrinsically faster process of particle emission vs. 

the slower collective motion of fission. 27 Whether fission selects the high momentum 

transfer events relative to those of lower momentum transfer appears to be a 

complicated feature of the de-excitation of a given set of nuclei. 

4. There is a remarkable change in the fragment production mechanism(s) as the 

projectile energy increases from 27 to 44 MeV /nucleon.2
•
8

•
9

•
21

•
23

•
24

•
29

•
30 At projectile 

energies of 27 MeV /nucleon or below, both central and peripheral collisions result in 

the production of heavy residues and fission fragments. As the projectile energy is 

raised to 35 MeV /nucleon, the central collision "peak" in the heavy residue spectra and 

the fission fragment folding angle distribution disappears although there is a "tail" of 
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high momentum transfer events. At 44 MeV /nucleon, there are few events 

corresponding to large momentum transfer. Detailed analyses show the cross section for 

fusion-like events with large momentum transfer becomes very small at energies of 35-50 

MeV /nucleon. The vanishing of such processes is thought to be related to the existence 

of a maximum temperature or excitation energy of a nucleus.1
•
4

•
9

•
13

•
14

•
15

•
17

•
20

•
21 

Several studies have focussed on the reaction of 32S or 40Ar with 

197 Au.5
•
7

•
8

•
9

•
10

•
13

•
18

•
22

•
23

•
24

•
27

•
29 The cross sections for the formation of heavy residues, 

fission fragments and intermediate mass fragments have been measured for several 

projectile energies from 19 to 60 MeV /nucleon. 

Measurements of the heavy residues have suffered from detector thresholds of 

-0.5 cmfns which may have biased the results.24
•
27 

In this paper, we present the results of single particle inclusive measurements of 

the yields and angular distributions of the target fragments produced in the interaction 

of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S, 32 MeV /nucleon 40Ar and 44 MeV /nucleon 40Ar with 197 Au. 

These measurements were made using radiochemical techniques which have superior 

mass resolution and no detector cutoffs for the heavy residues. The measurements 

complement and extend the data discussed above. 

II. Experimental Techniques 

The measurements described herein were carried out using the facilities of three 

different accelerators, the LBL 88" cyclotron (16 MeV /nucleon 32S), the National 

Superconducting Cyclotron (KSOO) at MSU (32 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar) and the GANIL 

accelerator complex ( 44 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar). The experimental procedures used at each 
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accelerator were similar with measurements of target fragment formation cross sections 

and angular distributions being made using radiochemical techniques. The measurement 

of the fragment angular distributions was made using techniques that have been 

described previously.32
•
33 The reader is referred to Ref. 32 for discussions of the angular 

resolution of the measurements and the influence of fragment scattering upon the 

results. The measurements of the target fragment production cross sections at LBL and 

MSU were made by a simple irradiation of a thick gold foil surrounded by -15 mg/ cm2 

carbon catcher foils. The radionuclide content of the irradiated foil stack was 

determined by off-line gamma ray spectroscopy. Production cross sections were 

calculated from end of bombardment radionuclide activities.34 (For the GANIL 

irradiation, the total nuclide production cross sections were determined by integrating 

the measured fragment angular distributions.) The detailed irradiation conditions 

employed at each accelerator are summarized in Table I. (At LBL, two separate 

irradiations were performed for the cross section measurement to optimize the yields of 

short and long-lived activities, respectively). 

III. Experimental Results 

For the reactions of 16 A MeV 32S with 197 Au, the angular distributions of 49 

different target fragments were measured along with the production cross sections for 95 

different radionuclides. For the reaction of 32 A MeV 40 Ar with 197 Au, angular 

distributions were measured for 40 fragments while the yields of 72 fragments were 

measured. In the reaction of 44 A MeV 40 Ar with 197 Au, the angular distributions and 

yields of 72 different target fragments were measured. 
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A. Target Fragment Yields 

The measured target fragment production cross sections are shown in Table II. 

We have taken a conservative approach in this tabulation and have eliminated from the 

tables all references to nuclides whose atomic and mass numbers are such that they 

could possibly be degraded projectile fragments. It is interesting to compare the nuclidic 

production cross sections measured in this work with that of Hubert et a1.5 who also 

studied the residue yields in the interaction of 44 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with heavy targets, 

including 197 Au. Hubert et al. measured the cross sections and recoil properties of the 

alpha particle emitting rare earth isotones with N =84-85. We find the products 

detected in our study to be neutron-deficient as does Hubert et al., but as might be 

expected, since we do not restrict attention to a specific set of alpha-emitting isotones, 

we find the maximum residue yields to be much closer to beta stability. (Typical 

maximum cross sections are observed for nuclei that are -3 neutrons deficient from 

beta-stability compared to the 10 neutrons away from stability observed in ref. 5.) The 

magnitudes of the residue cross sections observed in this work are typically a factor of 

2-3 higher than the nuclides observed in ref. 5 and presumably represent a more 

unbiased sample of heavy residues. We also observe substantial yields of products close 

to the target nucleus which could not be detected in the work of ref. 5. 

A hint of some of the changes that occur in reaction mechanism(s) can be 

obtained by comparing the ratios of the cross sections of "independent yield" 

radionuclides from the lowest and highest projectile energies. The ratio of a( 44 A 

MeV)/a(16 A MeV) has the values of 2.7 ± 0.2, 1.2 ± 0.1, 0.65 ± 0.03, 0.61 ± 0.03 and 

1.72 ± 0.1 for the nuclides 42K, 48Sc/4As, 84Rb,and 194Au, respectively. One notes in the 
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values of these ratios evidence for the enhanced production of intermediate mass 

fragments (K,Sc) as the projectile energy increases, as one might expect from the high 

production thresholds for these fragments. Fission is inhibited at the higher projectile 

energy relative to the lower one (for the reasons discussed earlier), leading to decreased 

production of 74As and 84Rb, typical fission products. The yield of the heavy residues, 

such as 194Au, is enhanced at the higher projectile energies. 

Comparisons of the formation cross sections for common, independent yield 

fragments from various reactions utilize only a fraction of the available experimental 

data for each target-projectile system. To more fully utilize the available data, we have 

deduced mass-yield (isobaric yield) distributions from the measured formation cross 

sections. The method employed in this estimation procedure has been discussed 

previously.35 

The measured nuclidic formation cross sections were placed in ten or twelve 

groups according to mass number. These cross sections were corrected for precursor 

beta or alpha decay, where necessary, by assuming that the independent yield cross 

sections for a given species, a(Z,A), can be expressed as a function of the isobaric yield, 

a(A) as 

(1) 

where C2(A) is the Gaussian width parameter for mass number A and Zmp(A) is the 

most probable atomic number for that A. Using this assumption and the further 

assumption that a(A) varies slowly and smoothly as a function of A (allowing data from 
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adjacent isobars to be combined in determining Zmp(A) and C2(A)), one can use the 

laws of radioactive decay to iteratively correct the measured cumulative formation cross 

sections for precursor decay. 

Within each of the groups, the data were fit to a Gaussian-shaped independent 

yield distribution. (Only nuclides with well-characterized beta or alpha-decay precursors 

and well understood members of an isomeric pair were included in the analysis). The 

nuclidic groupings along with the centers and widths of the Gaussian distributions are 

given in Table III. The independent yield distributions deduced from the measured 

formation cross sections are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. 

If one examines the Zmp functions in Table III, one will find that Zmp generally 

varies slowly and smoothly with the fragment mass number A. An exception to this 

occurs for all systems studied for A= 130-150 where there is a discontinuity in the Zmp 

function. For A > 140, the values of Zmp are -1 Z unit greater (more neutron 

deficient) than for A < 140. This effect is seen in many Zmp functions deduced from 

radioanalytical studies of fragment isobaric yield distributions for reactions involving Au 

targets.35
•
36

•
37

•
38 The origins of this effect are not known although one should note that 

there is a corresponding sharp bend in the valley of beta stability at this point. Other 

possible effects could involve unknown aspects of nuclear decay schemes in this region 

where alpha and beta feeding are important, the possibility of double-humped charge 

distributions, etc. Detailed radiochemical studies of charge distributions in this region 

would be of interest. Not having these detailed measurements, we chose to treat all 

deduced isobaric yields in this mass region (A= 130-150) as being uncertain. We have 

made smooth extrapolations through the deduced isobaric yield data due to this 
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uncertainty. 

The isobaric yield distributions obtained from integration of the independent yield 

distributions are shown in Figure 4. The individual distributions are shown with solid 

curves drawn to guide the eye through the data. The individual distributions are 

compared also in Figure 4. The error bars on the integrated data points reflect only the 

uncertainties due to counting statistics and do not take into account any uncertainties 

due to lack of knowledge of the absolute beam intensity (estimated to be -10% ), or 

those introduced in the charge distribution curve fitting process. Morrissey et al.35 have 

suggested that individual isobaric yields may have systematic uncertainties, due to the 

fitting process, of -25%. The uncertainties in the isobaric yields are dominated by the 

latter source of error, with the typical uncertainty be -30%. 

In the isobaric yield distribution from the reaction of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S with 

197Au, one sees relatively small yields of the heavy residues (aHR = -1365mb). The 

most striking feature of the distribution is the large central bump in the yield 

distribution (going from A=50 to A= 170) which is presumably due to the occurrence of 

fission. The width of this distribution is very large especially when compared to 

reactions induced by lighter ions of roughly equivalent velocity or kinetic energy. It may 

suggest the occurrence of fast fission (see Section IV). The centroid of the distribution 

is near A= 100 suggesting the fission of a goldlike object but the breadth of the 

distribution is such as to also encompass the possibility of complete fusion occurring. 

(The complete fusion cross section has been estimated39 to be 510 mb with a total 

reaction cross section of 3565 mb.) The cross section associated with the central bump 

is estimated to be 2300 mb, assuming a multiplicity of two for all fragments in this 
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bump. 

The isobaric yield distribution for the 32 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar + 197 Au reaction is 

different than the distribution from the 16 MeV /nucleon 32S + 197 Au reaction. The 

yield of the heavy residues (A=170-192) has increased substantially (aHR = 1900mb) 

while the fission distribution has become narrower and the centroid has shifted to lower 

mass numbers. The cross section associated with this bump (A= 60-120) has decreased 

(a, = 1820 mb ). The value of the heavy residue cross section measured in this work can 

be compared with the lower limit for this quantity measured24 for the interaction o£35 

MeV/nucleon 40Ar with 197Au (using counter techniques) of 315_±80 mb. As recognized 

by the authors of ref. 24, their measurement represents a lower limit because of an 

experimental cutoff in their velocity spectra of 0.5 cm/ns. What is notable is the 

fraction of the heavy residue cross section that apparently lies below this velocity cutoff 

which amounts to an energy of -130 keY /nucleon for A= 190 fragment. Counter 

experiments to look at heavy residues need to have lower thresholds than this if they are 

to measure a representative sample of the heavy residue events which include substantial 

numbers of very peripheral collisions. There is a discrepancy between the measured 

value of the fission cross section in this work (a, = 1820 mb) (and also by implication 

the work of Jacquet et al.9 who measured that a, = 1500-2250 mb for the reaction of 27 

MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au) and that of Bizard et al.24 who deduce that a, = 

800+140 mb. Bizard et al. measured the folding angle distribution of fission fragments 

and assumed a 1/sin8 angular distribution for the fission fragments (see below) to derive 

their value for a,. The changes in the measured isobaric distributions for the two lowest 

projectile energies are consistent with the data summarized in Section I. As shown 
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previously, the ratio of aHR/a1 fission increases with increasing projectile energy. 

The measured isobaric distribution for the highest projectile energy studied in this 

work differs significantly from the distribution for the two lower projectile energies. The 

fission bump in the yield distribution has decreased further in magnitude (a1 = 940mb) 

while the yield of the heavy residues has increased further (aHR = 3140mb). As 

commented upon previously, the heavy residue production cross section is substantially 

greater than the value of 800mb observed in ref. 5. The large change in shape of the 

distribution for 44 MeV /N 40 Ar + 197 Au compared to the lower energy distributions is 

consistent with the changes in independent nuclide yields discussed previously. It is also 

consistent with previous studies (discussed in Section I) that suggest a large change in 

fragment production mechanisms in reactions induced by 32 MeV /N 40 Ar and 43 

MeV /N 40 Ar. The disappearance of fission events associated with the "central collision" 

peak in folding angle distributions (large 77 1) is apparently mirrored by the 

disappearance of the high A members of the fission yield distribution (which have large 

111 values). 

The excitation functions for fission and heavy residue production are shown in 

Figure 5. For the 40 Ar + 197 Au reaction, as previously shown for the 12C + 197 Au 

reaction,40 the probability that the primary target-like residue will deexcite by fission 

decreases with increasing projectile energy. If we assume that a1 + aHR is a measure of 

the incomplete fusion cross section, we may compare our data to a recent calculation41 

of this quantity for the Ar + Au reaction (Fig. 5). The calculation significantly 

underestimates the measured values of a1 + aHR at the higher energies. This may be 

due to the exclusion in the model of ref. 41 of events having very large impact 
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parameters. (In the model of ref. 41, incomplete fusion can occur only for impact 

parameters less than some critical value, bcJ Alternatively, our data may include 

"spallation-like" events which would not be simulated by a classical trajectory calculation 

wherein bcr is estimated from these trajectories which are captured in the pocket of the 

interaction potential. 

B. Fragment Angular Distributions 

Tables of the 161 measured fragment angular distributions are available upon 

request from one of the authors (KA). A representative set of the individual fragment 

angular distributions for each reaction is shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. The near 

target residues C94Au, 196Au, and 198Au) have the characteristic sidewise-peaked angular 

distributions of the heavy products of quasi-elastic scattering (Fig. 6). Note that 192 Au 

(and lighter fragments) are apparently not produced by this reaction mechanism. A 

more detailed analysis of these interesting reactions is presented elsewhere.42 However, 

it is worth noting that the appropriate target fragment production cross sections agree 

fairly well with the systematics of quasi-elastic one neutron transfer reactions.43 These 

systematics predict that the angle-integrated quasielastic one-neutron-transfer cross 

section a, when multiplied by (Bi · B1) 
1
·
1 have a simple functional dependence upon Q

99
• 

Bi and B1 are the neutron binding energies in the donor and acceptor nuclei, 

respectively, and Q
99 

is the ground state Q value. For the reactions 197 Aue2s,33S) 196Au, 

197Aue2S,31 S)198Au, and the 197Au(40Ar,41Ar)196Au, the systematics43 predict cross 

sections of 187, 5.5 and 144 mb. The appropriate measured values are 116 ± 12, 4.3 + 

0.3 and 150 + 40 mb, respectively. 
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In the reaction of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S with 197 Au, the fragments with A=55-170 

are part of a large central bump in the isobaric yield distribution that bas the 

characteristic shape of a fission mass yield distribution. When one examines the 

fragment angular distributions for this reaction (Figure 7), one sees that the fragments 

with A=46-103 have a similar "dipper" shape while the heavier members of this peak in 

the mass distribution (A= 121-169) have a very different shape; suggesting a difference in 

production mechanisms. The latter group of fragments exhibits a much more 

forward-peaked distribution similar to that observed for the heavy residues whose 

distribution is strongly forward-peaked as expected. 

For the interaction of 32 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au, the central fission peak 

in the mass distribution extends from about A= 60 to A= 130. The intermediate mass 

fragments (A< 60) show strongly forward-peaked angular distributions while the 

members of the lower half of the central fission peak in the mass distribution also have 

forward-peaked distributions and similar "dipper" shapes (Fig. 8). As in the reaction of 

16 MeV /nucleon 32S with 197 Au, the high mass number members of this central peak 

(A= 121-131) have very forward-peaked distributions of a different shape. One also 

notes the more forward-peaked distribution of the neutron-deficient fission fragments 

(such as 97Ru) compared to the neutron-rich fragments (such as 103Ru). This effect is 

well known in high energy reactions. It can be shown33 that the n-rich and n-poor 

fragments result from a single mechanism, fission, that occurs after varying amounts of 

energy and momentum are deposited in the target nucleus in the initial projectile-target 

encounter. The differential cross sections for heavy residue (A> 150) production fall off 

exponentially with increasing angle. While it is difficult to know how to compare 
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properly the angular distribution for "heavy residues" (measured with a lower velocity 

cutoff of 0.5 cm/ns)24 to our data, one can see a general similarity in the shapes of that 

distribution and the ones measured in this work. 

Our data for the reaction of 44 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au would indicate a 

reduced magnitude and width of the fission peak (A=60-110) in the mass distribution. 

The low mass number. members of the fission peak (and then-rich members) show the 

dipper-shaped distribution seen at the other energies while the high mass number 

nuclides show a more forward-peaked distribution. The heavy residue angular 

distributions show quasi-exponential falloff with increasing angle similar to that seen36 in 

the reaction of 19.2 MeV /nucleon 160 and 35 MeV /nucleon 12C with 154Sm where it 

was shown that a major portion of the width of the angular distributions is due to the 

effects of particle emission. 

In Figure 10, the representative fragment angular distributions from the three 

reactions are compared. Fragments which are part of the central fission peak in the 

mass distribution in all systems have similar distributions. The intermediate mass 

fragments show strongly forward-peaked distributions at the two higher projectile 

energies where they originate in a process other than fission. The heavy residue 

distributions are all strongly forward-peaked at all projectile energies and show similar 

slopes at the two highest projectile energies consistent with the idea of reaching a 

constant excitation energy limit in the fragmenting system. (If the width of these 

distributions is due primarily to particle emission,36 then similar distributions shapes 

imply similar amounts of particle emission and similar excitation energies and 

temperatures of the emitting systems.) 
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Each fragment angular distribution was integrated from 0 to 1f.j2 and 1f./2 to 1f. to 

obtain the ratio of fragments recoiling forward (F) from the target to those recoiling 

backward (B). To extract further information from the data, the laboratory system 

angular distributions were transformed into the moving frame of the target residue 

following the initial target-projectile encounter. To do this, we have assumed that the 

final velocity of the fragment in the laboratory system can be written as V1ab = V + v, 

where the velocity v is the velocity of the moving frame and V is the velocity kick given 

the target fragment by particle emission or fission at an angle eMF with respect to the 

beam direction in the moving frame. The vector v has components of v1 and v_L, parallel 

and perpendicular to the beam direction. As a first approximation for 111( =v1/V), the 

parameter needed to make the transformation, we have assumed44 

7JI = (F-B)/(F +B) 

This assumes v .L = 0, and the fragment angular distribution in the moving frame is 

isotropic. We used standard formulas45 to make the laboratory frame transformations 

for da /dO and 8. 

(2) 

The values of 77 1 obtained from this procedure are shown in Figure 11. For the 

interaction of 44 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au, we can compare these values with those 

measured directly by Pollacco, et al.29 For the· fission fragments (A=74-100), we deduce 

an average value of 77 1 of 0.42 .± 0.09. Pollaco et al. measure an average value of 111 of 

0.38 with a most probable value (corresponding to a peripheral collision) of 0.21. While 

our work represents the first investigation of the 16 MeV /nucleon 32S + 197 Au reaction, 

Patin et al. 13 did study the reaction of 19.6 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au, finding two 

peaks in the fission folding angle distribution. These peaks corresponded to a central 
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collision peak at eff = 107° (corresponding to 77 1 = 0.69) and a peripheral collision peak 

at 8ff = 151° (corresponding to 111 = 0.32). These observations of the values of 77 1 are 

in good agreement with our data for the 16 MeV /nucleon 32S + 197 Au reaction. Bizard 

et al.24 studied the 35 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar + 197 Au reaction and found two peaks in the 

folding angle distribution corresponding to 111 = 0.82 and 111 = 0.35, in fair agreement 

with our data. 

The two peaks in the fission fragment folding angle distribution are reflected in 

the two-valued nature of 111 (as a function of fragment mass). The high mass number 

portion of the fission mass yield distribution for the two lowest projectile energies 

studied in this work have 111 values characteristic of central collisions while the low mass 

number portion of this distribution have 111 values characteristic of peripheral collisions. 

For the highest projectile energy, fission (if defined as fragments in the central bump in 

the mass yield curve) occurs only with 111 characteristic of peripheral collisions. 

The heavy residues have 111 values that are high (771 > 0.8). It is important to 

remember that 111 is that ratio of the velocity of the moving frame, v1, to that of the 

fragment in the moving frame, V. Thus, the values of 111 for heavy residues which have 

low velocities in the lab and moving frame40 and the fission fragments which have high 

velocities may imply quite different momentum transfers in the primary projectile-target 

interaction. 

The angular distributions resulting from the moving frame distributions using 111 

as defined in equation (2) are shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14. Some of the moving 

frame distributions are not symmetric with respect to 90°. To determine the origin of 

this lack of symmetry, we adopted a different approach to the moving frame 
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distributions. As suggested by Poskanzer et al.,46 we assumed 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

where G is the correct function for transforming from the lab to the moving frame 

system, 0
0

(771, 9L) is the standard transformation function45 for TJJ. equal to zero. For all 

distributions that were not symmetric in the moving frame (Figs. 12-14 ), we searched 

over all values of n1, and 77J. seeking to minimize (F /B)MF" We did not find any 

combination of n1 and 77J. that symmetrized the asymmetric moving frame distributions. 

We conclude that the intermediate mass fragments (such as 46Sc and 48V in the 40 Ar 

induced reactions) have moving frame distributions that are not symmetric with respect 

to a plane normal to the beam direction. This characteristic has been observed 

before32
•
33 in reactions induced by 86 MeV /nucleon 12C. It means that the dominant 

mechanism giving rise to these fragments is "fast", i.e., the intermediate species does not 

live long enough that the statistical assumption is valid, i.e., a statistically large number 

of overlapping levels with randomly distributed phases is populated so interferences 

between them cancel. It has been estimated47 that "fast" means < 2-3 x 10-23 sec. 

The low mass number nuclides in the fission distributions in the two lowest 

energy reactions and all members of the fission distribution in the highest energy 

reaction have moving frame distributions that are, on average, symmetric in the moving 

frame. Presumably this is due to the slow nature of the normal fission process. The 
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highest mass number nuclides in the fission distribution at the lower projectile energies 

(which have large 111 values corresponding to central collisions) have angular 

distributions that are asymmetric in the moving frame indicating the occurrence of a 

"fast" nuclear reaction. The observation about this lack of symmetry for the high A 

nuclides may seem puzzling at first glance. Since "normal" slow fission will produce 

these nuclides, why don't they have symmetric distributions? It may be argued37 there 

are two processes contributing to the production of these high A nuclides, a normal slow 

fission process and a fast, non-equilibrium process. The fraction of events due to the 

fast, non-equilibrium process masks or distorts the symmetric angular distribution of the 

"normal" fission events. 

At all energies the heavy residues result from fast, non-equilibrium processes. 

There is no kinematic complementarity between the intermediate mass fragments and 

the heavy residues as seen33 as in the interaction of 86 MeV /nucleon 12C with 238U. 

This observation indicates the production of intermediate mass fragments in a binary 

process in these reactions is not so probable as to be seen in the gross heavy residue 

distributions. 

IV. Discussion 

The most unexpected aspect of the data presented in Section III is the 

observation of a fast, non-equilibrium production mechanism for the heavy fission 

fragments. One possible mechanism with these characteristics is that of "fast fission"28
• 

In this mechanism, partial waves that exceed the rotating liquid drop limit at which point 
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the fission barrier vanishes U·st=o) but that are less than the critical angular momentum 

( icrit)) would lead to "fast fission". The characteristics of such a mechanism would be 

the large momentum transfer (due to i < icrit) and a large mass asymmetry due to the 

fact the fusing nuclei never form a compound nucleus but re-separate on a fast time 

scale. For the reactions of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S and 32 MeV /nucleon 40Ar with 197 Au, 

the values of ist=o•icrit• and imax are 66,96,256; and 65,113,499, respectively,39 assuring 

the conditions for fast fission are met. (The values of Zproj~gt are 1264 and 1422). 

Detailed calculations6 confirm the possibility of fast fission for similar reactions such as 

the reaction of 27 MeV /nucleon 28Si and 40Ar with 238U. The occurrence of fast fission 

could be the cause of the unusually broad fission mass distribution for the reaction of 16 

MeV /nucleon 32S with 197 Au as well as the high 111 values observed for the most 

asymmetric mass splits. Such a mechanism would lead naturally to the lack of symmetry 

in the moving frame distributions. However, there is one serious objection to this 

proposed mechanism. The strongly forward-peaked nature of the "fast" component 

angular distributions is contrary to that associated with "fast" fission.28 

V. Summary 

We have measured the target fragment production cross sections and angular 

distributions for the reaction of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S, 32 MeV /nucleon and 44 

MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au. From the measured fragment yields, we deduced the 

fragment isobaric yield distributions. 

We observed large yields of the heavy residues from these collisions, indicating 

that counter experiments performed to data may have missed a significant fraction of all 
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such events due to a velocity cutoff. Due to the lack of symmetry about 90° in the 

moving frame angular distributions, we conclude that these fragments are produced in 

fast, non-equilibrium processes. 

We have further observed that the ratio of yields of heavy residues to the yields 

of fission fragments increases with increasing projectile energy. The portion of the 

fission mass distribution due to high momentum transfer, central collisions involves a 

fast non-equilibrium process. The portion of the fission mass distribution due to 

peripheral, low momentum transfer collisions involves a slow process in which statistical 

equilibrium is established. The portion of the fission distribution due to central 

collisions is present at 16 and 32 MeV /nucleon but not at 44 MeV /nucleon. 

Production of the intermediate mass fragments is a fast process without the 

establishment of statistical equilibrium at projectile energies of 32 and 44 MeV /nucleon. 
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Accelerator Particle 

LBL 88" 16 MeV/N 32S 
Cyclotron 

MSU K500 32 MeV /N 40Ar 

GANIL 44 A MeV/N 40Ar 

TABLE I. 
Irradiation Conditions 

Length of 
Irradiation 
(min) 

60 (yields) 
262 (yields) 
863( ang.dis.) 

192 (yields) 
1505(ang.dis.) 

1057 

27 

Total 
Number of 
Particles 

7.72xl013 

2.84x1014 

5.41x1015 

5.69x1013 

4.48x1014 

5.69x1015 

Target 
Thickness 
(mg/cm2

) 

25.6 
24.2 
0.150 

48.5 
0.270 

0.300 



TABLE II 

Target fragment formation cross sections (mb) for the fragmentation of Au by 16 
MeV /nucleon 32S, 32 MeV /nucleon and 44 MeV /nucleon 40Ar. Independent yields are 
indicated by (I); other yields are cumulative. 

Reaction 

16Me V /nucleon 32MeV ~nucleon 44Me V ~nucleon 
Nuclide 32S+ 197 Au (mb) 40Ar+ 1 7 Au (mb) 40Ar+ 1 7 Au (mb) 

38S(I) 1.6 ± 0.1 
42K (I) 6.1 ± 0.3 15.9 ± 0.4 16.4 ± 0.8 
43K 13.6 ± 8.4 10.2 ± 0.2 13.5 ± 0.7 
44Sc 1.8 ± 0.2 
44Scm (I) 4.9 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 1.2 
46Sc 6.6 ± 0.4 13.5 ± 1.3 
47Ca 1.4 ± 0.1 6.5 ± 0.2 
47Sc 12.8 ± 0.7 
48Sc (I) 3.2 ± 0.2 6.9 ± 0.2 3.8 ± 0.2 
48v 1.4 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.3 
52Mn 2.2 ± 0.1 
56Mn 7.8 ± 0.4 10.0 ± 0.4 
58 Co 6.8 ± 0.4 12.2 ± 0.5 8.7 ± 0.2 
59Fe (I) 13.5 ± 0.6 7.2 ± 0.2 
67Ga 4.2 ± 0.2 8.3 ± 0.4 
69Ge 5.8 ± 0.6 
69Znm (I) 10.2 ± 0.3 
71As 4.0 ± 0.4 5.4 ± 0.4 
72Ga 2.8 ± 0.1 11.6 ± 0.5 
72As 13.9 ± 1.3 14.5 ± 0.5 
73Se 2.4 ± 0.1 
74As (I) 16.7 ± 0.8 21.8 ± 0.4 10.8 ± 0.2 
7sse 13.7 ± 0.7 20.8 ± 0.6 11.4 ± 0.2 
76As (I) 16.0 ± 0.2 21.9 ± 0.6 
76Br 2.7 ± 0.3 9.6 ± 1.1 9.4 ± 0.4 
77Br 12.1 ± 1.6 15.4 ± 0.6 11.4 ± 2.4 
82Br 7.8 ± 0.5 11.1 ± 0.6 6.1 ± 0.5 
82Sr 2.9 ± 0.23 
s2Rbm (I) 16.4 ± 0.8 
83Rb 50.0 ± 1.8 23.1 ± 0.5 
83Sr 9.2 ± OS 
84Rb (I) 27.9 ± 1.5 31.9 ± 0.7 14.1 ± 0.3 86Rb (I) 9.2 ± 0.7 33.0 ± 0.7 
86y 13.1 ± 0.7 20.5 ± 0.8 7.9 ± 0.4 86Zr 5.6 ± 0.4 
87y 40.0 ± 0.9 26.6 ± 0.5 
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16 MeV /nucleon 32 MeV jnucleon 44 MeV jnucleon 
Nuclide 32S+ 197Au 40Ar+ 19 Au 40Ar+ 19 Au 

88Zr 20.6 ± 0.8 
say 29.5 ± 1.6 45.5 ± 4.2 15.5 ± 5.8 

s9zr 24.0 ± 0.9 20.9 ± 0.2 
90Nb 9.6 ± 0.5 18.2 ± 1.2 9.8 ± 0.4 
93Mom (I) 13.1 ± 1.2 
9'Tc 7.6 ± 1.1 
95-yc 19.3 ± 0.4 
9szr 7.9 ± 0.4 
95Nb 19.7 ± 1.0 
95Nbm 1.3 ± 0.2 
oo.rc 19.8 ± 0.7 
96Nb (I) 12.4 ± 0.5 13.3 ± 1.1 
97Ru 14.6 ± 0.3 12.5 ± 0.3 
99Mo 14.0 ± 0.5 11.4 ± 0.2 6.2 ± 0.2 
100Rh 11.9 ± 0.6 14.3 ± 0.3 8.6 ± 0.5 
100pd 8.2 ± 0.4 
101Rhm 19.6 ± 0.2 
1o3Ru 20.1 ± 1.3 14.1 ± 0.4 5.7 ± 0.3 
1osRh 20.3 ± 1.1 18.6 ± 0.4 
1osAg 20.6 ± 2.6 12.2 ± 0.3 
1ooAgm (I) 11.0 ± 1.1 
110In 7.9 ± 0.6 
111In 23.7 ± 0.9 21.7 ± 1.0 15.2 ± 0.3 
11&r'e 10.7 ± 0.5 11.8 ± 0.6 
111Te 14.3 ± 3.0 
11ssbm (I) 5.6 ± 0.5 
11~e 9.4 ± 0.4 
11~em (I) 10.0 ± 0.4 
121Te 21.5 ± 1.8 19.1 ± 0.4 10.1 ± 0.5 
121Tem (I) 7.5 ± 2.0 
122Sb 0.9 ± 0.1 
122Xe 17.5 ± 2.6 
123I 18.6 ± 0.6 
123Xe 12.4 ± 0.6 
12sXe 12.4 ± 0.5 
126Ba 5.3 ± 0.8 
121Xe 26.5 ± 1.5 22.0 ± 0.5 
12sBa 19.4 ± 0.9 18.1 ± 0.2 15.2 ± 0.7 
131Ba 21.4 ± 1.8 18.9 ± 0.4 19.6 ± 0.4 
132La 10.3 ± 0.5 31.6 ± 1.0 11.0 ± 0.6 
132Ce 12.7 ± 0.6 15.8 ± 0.9 
135Ce 18.0 ± 1.1 27.3 ± 1.1 
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16 MeV /nucleon 32 MeV ;nucleon 44 MeV jnucleon 
Nuclide 32S+ 197Au 40Ar+ 19 Au 40Ar+ 19 Au 

139Ce 20.3 ± 1.0 
143pr 17.5 ± 2.4 
145Eu 8.4 ± 0.4 17.9 ± 0.8 16.9 ± 0.4 
146Gd 6.6 ± 0.9 17.7 ± 0.4 
147Eu 12.8 ± 2.3 16.5 ± 0.5 28.1 ± 1.2 
147Gd 8.4 ± 0.6 16.0 ± 0.8 23.0 ± 1.0 

149Gd 12.0 ± 1.1 14.5 ± 1.0 24.7 ± 0.5 
1s1Gd 18.5 ± 0.9 
151Tb 10.9 ± 2.3 15.9 ± 1.2 17.7 ± 0.8 
152Tb 8.6 ± 0.4 13.0 ± 0.4 
1s2Dy 15.7 ± 1.1 
153Gd 9.3 ± 0.6 
1~ 6.9 ± 0.8 21.7 ± 0.6 
1ssn 8.8 ± 0.5 12.7 ± 0.6 21.1 ± 0.6 
1ssDy 7.4 ± 0.4 24.0 ± 1.2 
1s1Dy 8.1 ± 0.4 25.5 ± 1.2 
158Er 8.6 ± 0.4 
160Er 6.1 ± 0.9 22.8 ± 1.1 
15s-rm 26.8 ± 6.8 
167Tm 6.1 ± 0.3 26.0 ± 0.6 
169Yb 4.0 ± 0.2 19.8 ± 1.4 17.1 ± 0.4 
169Lu 7.7 ± 0.5 
110Lu 9.2 ± 1.1 26.7 ± 1.4 
110Hf 22.4 ± 1.0 
111Lu 4.9 ±. 0.3 17.9 ± 0.1 24.5 ± 0.5 
111Hf 10.3 ± 2.7 
173Hf 5.6 ± 0.2 16.9 ± 0.8 
11~a 13.4 ± 0.7 
11sHf 21.3 ± 0.5 
17s-ra 26.2 ± 1.1 
17sra 33.0 ± 1.4 
1a1Re 22.4 ± 0.6 
1a2Re 2.1 ± 0.3 
182Rem (I) 46.0 ± 14.2 
1a205 3.4 ± 1.6 
183Re 23.7 ± 0.6 
18305m 17.6 ± 0.7 
1850s 28.1 ± 0.7 
1as1r 42.4 ± 2.2 24.6 ± 2.0 
186Air 12.4 ± 2.1 17.4 ± 0.6 
186Bir (I) 13.9 ± 1.5 
186pt 14.5 ± 1.4 
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16 MeV /nucleon 32 MeV jnucleon 44 MeV jnucleon 
Nuclide 32S+ 197 Au 40Ar+ 19 Au 40Ar+ 19 Au 

188pt 10.8 ± 5.5 
1s9Ir 21.5 ± 1.2 31.9 ± 0.8 .. 
189pt 79.9 ± 7.1 
191pt 45 ± 14 71.6 ± 1.9 42.1 ± 1.6 

''J 191Au 65 ± 3 20.3 ± 1.8 
192Au 55 ± 24 24.0 ± 1.5 
192Hg 31.0 ± 1.6 
193Hg 10.7 ± 1.6 
193Hgm 18.2 ± 1.4 17.0 ± 0.7 
194Au (I) 26.8 ± 1.0 70.3 ± 3.3 46 ± 3 

196Au 116 ± 12 177.7 ± 5.2 122 ± 3 
1oon 43.6 ± 2.3 
1oonm 57 ± 11 
198Au 20.8 ± 1.1 
198Aum(I) 4.3 ± 0.3 
199Au 14.1 ± 1.2 
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Fragment Mass Number 
Range 

38-58 
67-77 
82-90 
95-105 

111-122 
123-139 
145-155 
160-174 
182-191 
192-199 

. 42-44 
47-59 
67-77 
82-90 
93-106 

110-121 
123-132 
145-149 
151-155 
169-176 
181-189 
191-196 

42-44 
46-59 
71-77 
82-90 
97-105 

111-121 
126-143 
145-149 
151-160 
165-175 
183-189 
191-196 

TABLE III 
Charge Dispersion Parameters 

16 MeV /nucleon 32S + 197 Au 

0.440A + 0.499 
0.439A + 0.516 
0.433A + 0.923 
0.420A + 1.95 
0.416A + 2.46 
0.376A + 7.36 
0.385A + 6.96 
0.400A + 3.30 
0.375A + 6.96 
0.375A + 5.40 

0.6 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
0.8 
1.0 
1.0 
0.4 
0.3 
0.6 

32 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar + 197 Au 

0.443A + 0.584 
0.435A + 0.924 
0.428A + 1.37 
0.422A + 1.82 
0.412A + 2.80 
0.404A + 3.63 
0.393A + 5.19 
0.341A + 13.5 
0.333A + 14.5 
0.317A + 17.3 
0.294A + 22.3 
0.311A + 18.7 

0.5 
0.7 
0.7 
1.0 
1.2 
0.5 
0.7 
1.0 
0.5 
0.3 
0.3 
0.7 

44 MeV /nucleon 40Ar + 197 Au 

0.443A + 0.661 
0.435A + 0.924 
0.428A + 1.37 
0.422A + 1.82 
0.412A + 2.80 
0.404A + 3.63 
0.402A + 4.03 
0.382A + 7.02 
0.357A + 10.72 
0.317A + 17.3 
0.294A + 22.3 
0.311A + 18.7 

32 

0.7 
0.5 
0.7 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.7 
1.0 
0.7 
0.6 
0.9 
0.7 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 

Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 

Figure 5. 

Figure 6. 

Figure 7. 

Figure 8. 

Figure 9. 

The independent yield distributions from the reaction of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S 

with 197 Au (long irradiation). The plotted points are the independent yield 

cross sections calculated from the data while the solid lines are the Gaussian 

charge dispersions used in the calculation. 

Same as Figure 1 except data are for the reaction of 32 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar 

with 197Au. 

Same as Figure 1 except data are for the reaction of 44 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar 

with 197 Au. 

Isobaric yield distributions for the fragmentation of 197 Au by (a) 16 

MeV /nucleon 32S (b) 32 MeV /nucleon 40Ar and (c) 44 MeV /nucleon 40Ar. (d) 

A comparison of the isobaric yield distributions from this work. The light ion 

data is from ref. 38. 

Excitation functions for fission and heavy residue production for the 40 Ar + 

197 Au reaction. The cross sections from the 32S + 197 Au reaction have been 

scaled to the 40 Ar + 197 Au reaction by the ratio of the reaction cross 

sections.39 Additional data from ref. 48, 49, and 50. 

Laboratory frame angular distributions for near target residues for the reaction 

of 197Au with (a) 32 MeV/nucleon 40Ar (b) 44 MeV/nucleon 40Ar. 

Laboratory frame angular distributions for representative fragments from the 

reaction of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S with 197 Au. 

Same as Figure 7 except reaction is 32 MeV /nucleon 40Ar with 197 Au. 

Same as Figure 7 except reaction is 44 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au. 
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Figure 10. 

Figure 11. 

Figure 12. 

Figure 13. 

Figure 14. 

A comparison of the laboratory frame angular distributions for all the 

reactions studied. 

Values of 111 as a function of product mass number for all the reactions 

studied. 

Moving frame angular distributions for the representative fragments from the 

interactions of 16 MeV /nucleon 32S with 197 Au. 

Same as Figure 12 except the reaction is 32 MeV /nucleon 40 Ar with 197 Au. 

Same as Figure 12 except the reaction is 44 MeV/nucleon 40Ar with 197Au. 
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Table Captions 

Table I. Irradiation Conditions. 

Table II. 

Table III. 

Target fragmentation formation cross sections (mb) for the fragmentation of 

Au by 16 MeV/N 32S, 32 MeV/N 40Ar and 44 MeV/N 40Ar. Independent . 

yields are indicated by (I); other yields are cumulative. 

Charge Distribution Parameters. 
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